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POI RECOMMENDATION ON UNCERTAIN CHECK-INS

1. Objective 
Next Point-of-Interest Recommendation systems 
nowadays often assume that the users' check-in 
records are accurate. However, the accuracy and 
certainty of a user's check-in history may not be 
guaranteed in a real-world application due
to the nature of the recording mechanism or the 
inaccuracy during the recording process. For 
example, the user may be recorded visited Mall P5, 
but not which specific store.

Our model aims to give 
as accurate as possible 
POI recommendation 
given that the check-in 
history is fuzzy and 
uncertain. 

2. Data Preparation
Check-in histories from two public data sets: Yelp and 
Foursquare were used. Three cities which have 
relatively high data volume in both data sets were 
chosen: Charlotte (US), Phoenix (US) and Calgary 
(CA).
The valid visit sequences for each user were 
extracted together with the related time, category and 
space information. The amount of data for model 
training is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Available data after data processing

3. Proposed Model

Figure 2:  Proposed Model Structure

The model consists of three parts:
• Temporal aware activity encoder: use category, type and time sequential information to capture user’s 

intention (activity) information
• Spatial aware location preference encoder: use POI and distance sequential information to capture location-

related information
• Task-specific decoder: use activity information to predict the category of the next POI and then use all 

information to predict next POI

4. Performance comparison

Table 2: Model performance comparison with 8 state-of-the-art models under uncertain check-in scenario
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